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PRELIMINARY REPORTS ON FIRST YEAR OF
SAT EXAMS POSITIVE
Dr. Erika Schlichter, assistant superintendent for learning and
innovation, presented a first glance look at partial results from Huntley
158’s first implementation of the SAT suite of exams last year.
While the State has not yet set performance levels for meeting and
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Informational Reports
The Board heard reports on the following:
•
•
•

Results of the elementary literacy review conducted in 2016.
The sixth-day enrollment report, indicating current year enrollment of 9,583 students.
Monthly fiscal, Revenue and Expenditure, HR, Operations and Maintenance, Legislative, and HHS
construction updates.

Pending Actions
At its next Regular Meeting September 21, the Board will vote whether to approve:
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

An international trip to Eastern Europe and the Global Leadership Summit in the summer of 2019
First reading of the PRESS updates for policies: 2:260 Uniform Grievance Procedure; 6:80 Teaching
About Controversial Issues; 6:180 Extended Instructional Programs; 8:70 Accommodating Individuals
with Disabilities.
Payables: Purchase Orders at $2,420,271.52; Accounts Payable at $12,477.09; Imprest checks at
$215,547.41; and Disbursements issued at $8,760,505.58.
A 5-year extension to the contract with ADP for payroll, tax filing and time and labor management
services
A three-year preventative maintenance service agreement with Daikin in the amount of $11,828.00
for the first year, and $12,548.00 in year 3.
Engineering Agreement with HR Green for Reed Road Campus Pavement Improvements in the
amount of $79,906.89.
The award of Bid #2017-31 for Power Circuits in the West Labs to Carey Electric Cont., Inc. in the
amount of $44,468.00.
Minutes of the BOE Regular Meeting September 21, 2017
Resolutions to be supported at the upcoming IASB delegate assembly.

Board Briefs are presented for the informational benefit of the community only and do not
represent the official minutes. Learn more about the Board of Education and review schedules,
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